1. This workshop’s information will be useful to me in my job.
2. The description matched what I experienced in the workshop.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Overall, this was a good workshop.

5. In a few words, share your over-all impression of this workshop.
   - 1st half was slow paced. 2nd half had a better pace.
   - Curt has educated me on several wonderful things, but I learned many new things I can instantly apply next week when classes begin! Love that! Thank you!
   - Energetic presenter! Good info but still not totally clear on what is required of us vs. what would be nice to do. Our IT staff have started at a way more overwhelming / fear-induced / anxiety provoking (for faculty) level w/ this stuff.
   - Engaging speaker, good “tidbits” of info—like seeing the “practice” of what was “preached.”
   - Excellent!
   - Excellent; skilled & realistic.
   - Good information.
   - Good presentation; enjoyed examples. Handouts will be very useful in my course design.
   - Good verification of practices we have been using.
   - Great information, still overwhelmed by steps to implement UDL.
   - Great stuff. Thank you!
   - Great, concise, informative. Great job. Thank you!
   - I learned more from the copyright presentation than the UDL presentation. The biggest topic or point against the UDL presentation is that the +1 idea in our field may not match (just w/brainstorming with colleagues) the requirements of the field. One suggestion is when showing examples to also provide examples for Apple products as well as Android.
   - I think that Thomas was an excellent speaker.
   - I thoroughly enjoyed Dr. Tobin’s presentation.
   - Incredibly enjoyable presenter that kept things lively but focused.
   - Informative and applicable to my position. The presenter also presented in a manner that was understanding and engaging!
   - One of the best. Better than “good.”
   - This session validated many of my own approaches to teaching although out university & school distance-learning leaders have challenged those practices. This session also helped me to better understand ways to FAIRLY address variety in student learner styles & utilizing simple technology to increase engagement.
   - VERY HELPFUL.
   - Very personable, knowledgeable presenter. Excellent presentation.
   - Wonderful—quick to apply information.